
Skills practised: 

•
•

Comparing pairs of 2-digit numbers
Placing 2-digit numbers on a 0 to 100 
landmarked line  

Aim:
– To begin to make up rules based on experience,

reasoning and knowledge of place value

 

Minimum number of 
calculations expected
N/A
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Near and far
Children use four digit cards to make a pair 
of numbers far away from each other on 
the number line, and the same four digit 
cards to make a pair of numbers close to 
each other. 

 

 

Conjecture: It is possible to come up with some rules to make it easier to make a pair of ‘far away’ 
numbers or a pair of ‘near’ numbers.  

What to do:
Children work individually or in pairs.
Each pair will need a set of 1 to 9 digit cards and a sheet of 0 to 100 landmarked lines, preferably 
copied onto A3 paper (see child sheet).

1. Shuffle the digit cards and place face down. Take four cards.
Use these to make a pair of 2-digit numbers and mark them on a 0 to 100 line.

2. Can you use the same digit cards to make a pair of numbers which are really far way from
each other? Mark them on the next 0 to 100 line. Are they further away from each other
than your first pair of numbers?

3. Now use the same four digit cards to make a pair of numbers which are near to each other
on the line. Mark them on the next 0 to 100 line.

4. Return the cards to the pile. Shuffle all the cards and take four new cards.
5. Try to make a pair of 2-digit numbers which are as far away from each other as you can.

Mark them on the next 0 to 100 line.
6. Now make a pair of 2-digit numbers which are as near to each other as you can.

Mark them on the same 0 to 100 line.
7. Repeat.

Can you come up with some rules about where to put the smallest and largest digits in the pair of 
2-digit numbers to make them far away? 

CHALLENGE: Write your four digits in order. Which two digits need to be the 10s digits in your two 
numbers to make them near each other?
Which four digit cards will make the pair of 2-digit numbers furthest away from each other on the line?

1000 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

37 64


